The Law and Lead-Free

By Jeff Fletcher

Re-printed with permission from; Shooting Sports Retailer

Right up front, let us say that target shooters, competition shooters and firing range practice shooters have the least to worry about when using lead bullets. Sure, there are indications, i.e., scientific evidence, that lead residue in any form flies through the air unnoticed by shooters not involved in specific environmental research.

Think of it this way: The antithesis to Global Warming is Global Cooling. Thus: lead-bearing air (of the case in point) is the antithesis to purified air.

It all exists. The question really is how to manage it.

Anyone over the age of 20 remembers the controversy over switching from lead shot to steel shot used by waterfowl hunters. We railed at the thought of the feds banning lead shot over our deke sets. We claimed that steel would ruin our barrels, not shoot as far or as effective as lead. In retrospect, we weren’t necessarily wrong. But what we didn’t count on was an ammunition industry adept at not just overcoming such difficulties but in creating improved solutions that emphasized ammo performance over other so-called limiting factors.

So we reluctantly accepted the lawful judgment and moved on. Then came California’s condors, followed by assorted raptors feeding on deer carcasses. The jig was up. Biologists got on their high horses and exoriated us into shameful guilt, exhorting us to switch rather than to fight the inevitable.

The Lead Ban

In 1991, the federal government issued its infamous ban on lead shot for waterfowl hunting. Since then, some state and federal laws have been either issued or proposed to ban lead in all hunting ammunition. It’s clear that such regulations are aimed at eliminating lead as a component of all ammo eventually, although such efforts at the federal level have been thwarted or tabled for the foreseeable future.

The ammunition industry, however, saw the writing on the wall and moved to emphasize other components to accentuate high performance, thus setting new standards that would trump further efforts at ban ammunition altogether.

Gun control advocates have long sought new regulations on the use of ammo to counter the constitutionally protected use of firearms by American citizens. Those efforts have been largely unsuccessful, yet ammo makers have become sophisticated in both design and production of ammunition that is mostly far superior to common hunting uses of the past. Match quality, in other words, has become nearly standard for hunting as well as competition shooting and personal protection.

Most of the opposition to lead bullets came from a variety of scientific studies that documented human health risks from lead fragments found in big game. Previous to those studies, lead discovered in California condors provided the first clues to effects on endangered species and other raptors far beyond waterfowl.

In February 2009, researchers at Boise State University in Idaho developed a hypothesis on studies showing elevated blood lead concentrations and retention of ammunition residues in whitetail deer.

The (gulp!) Evidence

“Our objective,” says their report, “was to determine the incidence and bioavailability of lead bullet fragments in hunter-killed venison. We radiographed 30 eviscerated carcasses of White-tailed Deer shot by hunters with standard lead core, copper-jacketed bullets under normal hunting conditions. All carcasses showed metal fragments and widespread fragment dispersion. We took each carcass to a separate meat processor and fluoroscopically scanned the resulting meat packages; fluoroscopy revealed metal fragments in the ground meat packages of 24 (80%) of the 30 deer; 32% of 234 ground meat packages contained at least one fragment. Fragments were identified as lead in 93% of 27 samples.”

Research such as this has convinced several state wildlife departments to pursue their own regulations regarding lead ammunition.

The California Department of Fish and Game reported that “a higher percentage of hunters appear to be using non-lead ammunition in California under state regulations than the purported 70 percent of hunters in Arizona now using non-lead ammunition under that state’s voluntary program.”

Research such as this has convinced several state wildlife departments to pursue their own regulations regarding lead ammunition. The California Department of Fish and Game and Game reported that “a higher percentage of hunters appear to be using non-lead ammunition in California under state regulations than the purported 70 percent of hunters in Arizona now using non-lead ammunition under that state’s voluntary program.”

Further information from the California-based Center for Biological Diversity (one of the petitioners to the EPA, who’s pleadings were rejected by that federal agency) stated in a press release that “the state’s non-lead bullets and shot made from copper and other materials are now widely available for big-game hunting in numerous calibers, and the shortages or prohibitive costs predicted by opponents of the regulations have not materialized.”

Well, maybe. Ammo costs these days are widely considered near prohibitive, lead or no lead.

More than 150 types and calibers of non-lead rifle and pistol bullets and non-lead shot are available, and California Fish and Game has so far certified 17 ammunition manufacturers that provide non-lead ammunition suitable for use in the condor range. Significantly, Winchester Ammunition announced the availability last year of several new lead-free bullets in .22 caliber rimfire ammunition, widely used for shooting small game, plinking, and target practice, that were not previously available in non-lead.
The 2011 SDWF YOUTH CONSERVATION CAMP

The 48th annual SDWF Conservation Camp is now in the planning stage. The 2011 camp will run from June 5th through June 11th. Young people from across South Dakota will be arriving at Camp Bob Marshall in the beautiful Black Hills. They will be learning about conservation and striking up new friendships. The 2010 Conservation Camp was well attended and the programs were well received by the delegates. It is our hope to repeat or surpass the 2010 event this year.

With the help of the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish & Parks personal, a unique opportunity is being planned for the young people of South Dakota.

If any of our readers know of young people who like the outdoors, hunting and fishing, or are interested in learning the message of the Outdoors, please contact the South Dakota Wildlife Federation.

Pheasant season ‘a real strong harvest’

Pheasant hunters harvested about 1.8 million roosters in South Dakota during the 2010 season. Chad Switzer provided the estimate to the state Game, Fish and Parks Commission during the April Meeting recently held in Brandon. He said the number is preliminary but shouldn’t change much when all hunter surveys have been completed.

The estimated harvest of 1,839,000 was the fifth-highest since 1963 and comes on the heels of 1,648,200 pheasants taken in 2009 and 1,933,200 in 2008. Those numbers tracked the population estimates of 9.9 million last year and 8.4 million in 2009 and 10.3 million in 2008. There were 72,551 South Dakotans and 100,200 non-residents who bought licenses for pheasant hunting last year.

Jeff Decker (L), President of Sioux Empire Area Chapter of South Dakota Walleye Unlimited (SDWU), Chris Hesla, Exec. Dir of South Dakota Wildlife Federation, and Rocky Niewenhuis, State Director of SDWU.

Presented of $500.00 donation to SDWF from the 3 chapters of SDWU for lobbying on behalf of all sports enthusiasts.

Questions? Answers?  Wildlife blog at sdwfcamo.net
As you read this month’s Out-of-Doors, the proposed Lead shot ban from Rights of Ways (ROWS) was and is a very big and cumbersome problem and is something that is not going to go away and we as hunters, sportsmen/women need to address. I will continue to search out articles and science and will let each and everyone of you make your own mind up to do what is best for our environment and natural resources we all enjoy here in SD.

The following is the testimony that SDWF gave at last month’s GF&P Commission meeting in response to the proposed Lead shot ban on ROWS:

SDWF does not disagree with nor challenge the toxicity of lead in the environment or the dangers to the predators and scavengers that feed on wounded and dead animals. Lead hazards have been proven many times in valid scientific studies.

Early in the 80’s, many sportsmen/women fought over the decision to require steel shot when hunting waterfowl here in SD. The steel shot debate continues today and has sparked much interest in the recent proposal to ban lead shot in the road right-of-ways (ROWS). We believe the steel verses lead shot issue is much different today than in the 80’s because of the commercially manufactured loads and performance of modern shot shells that are currently available. Also, the price difference is no longer an issue, as lead prices have gone up while steel has dropped.

The recent proposal by a landowner to the GF&P Commission to ban lead shot from road hunters in ROWS has opened many old wounds and is sparking much of the same old debates. The disappointing segment of the proposal currently being considered by the Commission is it only addresses the road hunter. The amount of lead shot deposited from road hunters is relatively miniscule and I have not found any scientific studies on the impact of lead from road hunters to the environment or wildlife. I suspect that the shooting preserve industry in SD has far more lead deposition and negative impact due to the fact they hunt the same 1280 acres of land in the same manner day after day for a 7 month long season.

The current proposal looks to be another attempt to further restrict and ultimately eliminate road hunting in South Dakota. A ROW lead shot ban would bring major enforcement problems for our Conservation Officers. For instance, what about the blockers who use the ROWS to block for hunters on private lands? Or hunters driving from one field to another who might hunt on the road?

SDWF believes lead is a proven toxicant and needs to be eliminated from our environment. We are not sure if the sport community as a whole understands or supports the same belief today. We need to further educate and advocate for a statewide lead shot ban. When we obtain a reasonable and informed consensus that lead shot truly needs to go, the state could implement the ban for a future season. This would give those of us who reloa or have a large supply of lead shells the opportunity to use them up.

We believe removing lead shot from hunting is a good thing for the environment, wildlife and people. However, targeting it only for roadsides will result in a lot of pain for very little gain. Make it a statewide ban and be done with this highly divisive issue.

If landowners want and will accept this, we will do our part. We are willing to work with the GF&P to help spread the word on lead shot.

Thank you all for what you do!

Holding a leadership role in the SDWF is never easy, and it became even more difficult this last month. A landowner asked the GPF commission to outlaw the use of lead shot when road hunting. He noted that many shots are fired every day over his land from road right-of-ways. In almost every case lead shot was deposited on his property.

The landowner said lead is very toxic to humans and killed millions of waterfowl per year at its peak, and can kill raptors and other upland game. He also said CRP concentrates wildlife on those acres, and lead deposits are very high from hunting done on road right-of-ways adjacent to those areas. He stated there are many rules controlling use of poison on private land, but he cannot keep lead off his property from road hunting activity.

He feels this is a violation of his rights as a landowner and also thinks a ban on lead shot will protect wildlife.

Frankly, almost every single argument he made was correct, at least to a certain degree. Lead is an extremely toxic substance, and lead hazards have been proven many times in valid scientific studies. The SDWF does not disagree with nor challenge the toxicity of lead in the environment. We understand the dangers to predators and scavengers that feed on wounded and dead animals, and to birds which may pick up lead shot as grit. The SDWF believes the time has come for sportsmen to learn about the unintended consequences of using lead shot, and to do what they can to prevent this harm to our environment.

However, the proposal before the commission only addressed the road hunter. The amount of lead shot deposited from hunters who hunt the road right-of-way is relatively miniscule. It is reasonable to presume the private shooting preserve industry and fee-hunting areas in general have far more lead deposition and negative impact due to the fact they hunt the same land day after day. These fee-hunting operations have large numbers of pheasants, whether wild or released, which attract hawks and eagles looking for a source of easy food. If their prey happens to be a bird crippled by lead shot, the raptor may fall victim to its lunch. It is not just fee operations which contribute to the problem. In all probability, most lead shot on most private land comes from hunters on that land, not from road hunters.

The proposal, however well-intentioned it may have been, seemed to many sportsmen to be another attempt to further restrict and ultimately eliminate road right-of-way hunting in South Dakota. Some commercial operators have attempted to abolish road right-of-way hunting so they could eliminate competition from the average sportsman/woman who cannot afford commercial hunting fees. If you have any doubt, just drive around a few fee-hunting operations and see how many roads are closed or fenced, legally or not. Or take a look at the anti-road hunting legislation that has been proposed in the past or which we already have on the books.

The SDWF believes lead is a proven toxicant and needs to be eliminated from our environment to the greatest extent feasible. We believe removing lead shot from hunting is a good thing for wildlife and for people. However, not everyone agrees with this view. We need the backing of the sporting community and the majority of landowners before this can happen. Change will require extensive education, a willingness to truly look at the problem with an open mind, and a certain amount of sacrifice on the part of all sportsmen.

When we obtain a reasonable and informed consensus that lead shot truly needs to go, we should implement the ban for all hunters, not just the very few who hunt road right-of-ways. If landowners and sportsmen truly want and will accept a ban on lead shot for hunting, we will do our part. We are willing to work with landowners, the GF&P, and all sportsmen to help spread the word on lead shot. It will not happen overnight, but when enough people are truly cognizant of the dangers associated with lead in our environment, it will happen.

Meanwhile, sportsmen have a tough decision. Do we continue with our traditional use of lead shot, or do we make the switch to non-toxic shot? Non-toxic shot may or may not be ballistically superior to lead, but it is effective, costs about the same, and only when you have your finger on the trigger, it is done killing. Lead can kill months or years after the shot is taken.

Are you just a hunter, or a true sportsman? Think about it. Educate yourself. Maybe we don’t need a regulation...maybe we just all need to do the right thing.

I hope you all have a safe hunting season this Fall!

President's Column

by Bill Antonides

Executive Director's Update

by Chris Hesla

Renew your membership online at sdwf.org
Road hunters can still use lead shot

A Bennett County landowner’s proposal to ban the use of lead shot by hunters for shooting pheasants and other small game along public roadways in South Dakota was rejected recently by the state Game, Fish and Parks Commission.

The voice vote to deny the petition was unanimous. Commissioners made no public statements about it other than to discuss some procedural questions.

Lead shot already is banned in public hunting areas of South Dakota because of its toxic effects on animals and birds that ingest it, but lead shot has remained legal on private land and along public roads.

The state Division of Wildlife took a formal position against expanding the ban to roadways, citing a lack of specific evidence — scientific or anecdotal — about the impact on wildlife from lead shot landing in road ditches. “We as an agency are a science-based agency,” Wildlife Division Director Tony Leif said. He said the division agrees lead is a toxin and is interested in gathering information about how much lead is deposited by shooters, how much lead is ingested by pheasants and what the effects are.

Martin Vanderploeg, of Martin, filed the rule-change request. He said in a letter that he has found lead in his tree belts. “It is coming from the road hunting and lead is accumulating on my property,” he said.

Executive Director Chris Hesla said the South Dakota Wildlife Federation doesn’t dispute the toxicity of lead but said the proposal is disappointing because it would affect only road hunters. He said use of lead shot at hunting preserves, which would remain legal, is probably far more damaging to wildlife than in road ditches.

Hesla said the federation’s position is that banning lead shot statewide would be “a good thing.” He suggested the commission should set the ban for a future season so that hunters would have time to use up their existing supplies of lead.

Among others who testified against the ban was David Thill, of Mitchell. “It seems that only a small minority are being looked after here,” he said. Thill said he likes walking down the road with his dog and his old double-barreled shotgun along his property down in the James River valley. He’d like his grandchildren to be able to enjoy it, too. “How long before more restrictions follow?” he asked.

Supporters of banning lead shot in public rights of way frequently in their written comments said lead shot is dangerous to wildlife, which is why lead has been banned on public grounds in South Dakota and nationwide for waterfowl hunting. Several also said landowners’ rights should be protected.

Opponents described the ban as an attempt to hinder road-hunting of pheasants. Many said steel shot isn’t as effective as lead shot and steel shot is harder on barrels of older shotguns.

Road hunters can still use lead shot

“When we shall never achieve harmony with land, any more than we shall achieve absolute justice or liberty for people. In these higher aspirations, the important thing is not to achieve but to strive.”

From A Sand County Almanac by Aldo Leopold

Amendment would change state constitution for hunting, fishing in Neb.

Senators began debate Thursday on a constitutional amendment that would make hunting, fishing and trapping a right in Nebraska.

Lincoln Sen. Amanda McGill quickly threw an amendment onto the bill to add a list of other “rights” Nebraskans should have, including the rights to swim, farm, ranch, drive, boat, nap, camp and watch Husker football.

Someone else suggested adding the right to wrestle at the University of Nebraska at Omaha.

McGill said she offered her amendment to make the point that Omaha Sen. Pete Pirsch’s proposal (LR40CA) does not rise to the level of what should be placed in Nebraska’s “sacred document.”

There is no threat to fishing and hunting in Nebraska, she said.

The idea of a constitutional amendment has been around a few years. Protection of hunting, fishing and trapping was introduced in the Legislature in 2004 by Sen. Ed Schrock of Elm Creek, and carried over to the 2005 session. That attempt at a constitutional amendment was filibustered by Omaha Sen. Ernie Chambers, who filed more than 30 amendments on the bill.

It eventually died.

“We should not befoul the constitution of this state with frivolity, with triviality.” Chambers said as he began his filibuster in the 2005 session.

This state is not going to ban trapping, hunting and fishing, he told them.

He assured senators “there are not all these radical, extremist environmentalists hiding under beds, waiting to jump out and turn Nebraska into a place where the air is fresh, waters are clean, and where the pollution caused by huge feedlots will be done away with.”

But Pirsch said there is a “clear and realistic” reason for concern that fringe groups want to stop all hunting, fishing and trapping.

He did not name those groups, but he is talking about the Humane Society of the United States, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals and others.

Pirsch’s proposal was a simple one to begin with, but he filed an amendment to say hunting, fishing and harvesting wildlife would include those by traditional methods, subject only to laws, rules and regulations that promote wildlife conservation and management and preserve the future of hunting.

Pirsch said the state, with 280,000 sportsmen, benefited economically from hunting and fishing, with $480 million spent annually to support 8,500 jobs, $238 million in salaries and $54 million in state and local taxes.

Those outdoor sports have a $746 million ripple effect on the economy, he said.

Fourteen other states have such protective language for hunting and fishing, he said.

If passed, the constitutional amendment would be voted on in November 2012.

There is no threat to fishing and hunting in Nebraska

Wildlife News at sdwfcamo.net
Funding set back in war on coyotes

Rapid City Journal

The state Game, Fish & Parks Department might have to increase its predator-control work if federal officials follow through on a plan to eliminate an aerial hunting program in western South Dakota.

The expected loss of more than $500,000 in funds earmarked for aerial hunting could permanently ground a federal airplane, pilot and gunner operating out of Spearfish and a federal gunner and contract pilot and plane in Bison and eliminate a program supervisor in Pierre.

Fisk is still hoping that some -- or all -- of the federal funding will be restored, either by congressional action or by shifting resources in the U.S. Department of Agriculture budget. But as the budget struggles intensify in Congress, GF&P is looking for money in its own budget to add more to its existing predator-control program.

GF&P phased out its own aerial hunting program several years ago, leaving the air war to federal and predator-control district planes and focusing on ground control by its staff of trappers. Using traps, guns and other techniques, the wildlife damage specialists respond to complaint citations from sheep and cattle producers and attempt to locate and kill the specific coyotes that are attacking livestock.

GF&P has 24 wildlife damage specialists statewide and seven in GF&P's Region 1, which includes about the western one-third of South Dakota. The animal damage control program spends more than $1 million a year statewide, including control efforts on coyotes, foxes and other predators, as well as other problem animals such as prairie dogs.

About $300,000 of GF&P's ADC budget comes from an assessment on county taxpayers, based on the number of cattle and sheep in the county. GF&P matches that money on a 2-to-1 basis. The state agriculture department contributes a smaller amount to the program.

That could include reducing the personal assistance that GF&P wildlife damage specialists can offer people dealing with nuisance animals, such as beavers, skunks and raccoons.

"We may look at cutting that nuisance work, maybe going to more of an Extension-service format that tells people how to take care of the problem," Kanta said. "Mike and I are looking at what we can cut from our program to allow some extra funding for aerial hunting on a contract basis."

Continued on Page 7

Conservation funding takes a hit in Washington

John Pollmann, Sioux Falls Argus Leader

If the first rumblings of budget debate coming out of Washington, D.C., are any indication of what to expect in 2011 and beyond, one thing seems to be crystal clear: conservation and natural resource management programs are on the chopping block.

Recent budget action in both the House and the Senate includes crippling cuts to a variety of programs, including eliminating funding for the North American Wetlands Conservation Act (NAWCA) and State and Tribal Wildlife Grants and a $37 million cut to the operational budget of the Natural Resources Conservation Service.

Brad Redlin, Agricultural Program Director for the Izaak Walton League, says the cuts directed at programs vital for providing public hunting and fishing access, habitat restoration and protection, water quality and flood mitigation are coming from all corners of the political world.

"Conservation has a complete bull's-eye - a laser-guided target - on it in both the House budget and the continuing resolutions in the Senate," said Redlin. "And the Obama administration has included cuts to conservation spending in every budget they've submitted since they've been in the White House." Redlin also says that those slashing the budget knife have even cleaved into discretionary spending dollars used to fund conservation programs found in the Farm Bill, which includes the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).

No single conservation program has had more of an impact on South Dakota over the past 25 years than CRP, Redlin said, but he is not overly optimistic about the future of that and others found under that title. "In this budget-cutting environment, it is going to be incredibly difficult to maintain the current level of conservation programs provided by the Farm Bill," said Redlin.

Redlin expects to see a move toward combining conservation programs, a concept that he has heard discussed repeatedly by members of both political parties during his recent visits to Capitol Hill.

In and of itself, Redlin says that isn't necessarily a bad idea, but the proposals are not being made in an effort to maintain or increase investments in those programs; rather, the goal is to combine and cut funding levels. The current resolution to fund federal government programs expires on April 8, at which time federal lawmakers will make some big decisions on what stays and what goes.
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SD Wildlife Federation Donors

At the 2003 Winter Board Meeting, the SDWF Board created the SDWF Wildlife Legacy Council. The Council was created to allow recognition of the people who support SDWF above and beyond their membership and raffle donations.

Thank you to the following donors for their contributions to the SDWF. Please consider becoming a member of the SDWF and/or donating to their organizations.

**March 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>BEAULAC, GAIL</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL III EAGLE</td>
<td>HAGEN, RICHARD</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>1210 S. 4TH ST, ST. PAUL, MN 55102</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**April 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**May 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**June 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**July 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**August 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**September 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**October 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**November 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**December 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EAGLE</th>
<th>DONOR</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEVEL II EAGLE</td>
<td>LINDE, JOHN</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1401 S. STANSFIELD, ST. PAUL, MN 55104-6002</td>
<td>651.434.2437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“God has cared for these trees, saved them from drought, disease, avalanches, and a thousand thousand floods. But he cannot save them from fools.”

—John Muir - 1838-1914 - Naturalist and Founder of the Sierra Club

---

**1.888.OVERBAG (683.7224)**
Redlin believes the writing is on the wall. “Absolutely, there will be fewer conservation dollars on the ground protecting water and habitat,” said Redlin. “Cut federal waste, but leave the good alone!” The conservation programs would see budget reductions for 2011 and 2012 was widely understood to be a certainty among those who manage natural resources. But it has been the degree of assault on federal dollars marked for the protection of isolated wetlands — particularly those found here in South Dakota — that has caught many conservation leaders off-guard. Shortly after the House Appropriations Committee released recommendations for the 2011 fiscal budget and President Obama released his fiscal 2012 budget recommendations, the Atlanta Journal Constitution printed a letter written by Ducks Unlimited CEO Dale Hall, who shared his frustration at the $2 billion in proposed cuts affecting wetlands conservation. “I am extremely disappointed with the approach taken (in the House) to eliminate conservation programs, such as the North American Wetland Conservation Act grants, that have proven successful at every level of analysis, including the amount of money returned to the federal treasury through taxes each year,” wrote Hall. Figures provided by the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership show that the federal government spends approximately $5 billion annually on conservation programs but receives nearly $14 billion in taxes from related outdoor industries and individuals. It is a return on investment that Hall says is too large to ignore. “Finding ways to reduce the massive federal deficit simply must be done,” concluded Hall. “But in doing so, let’s make sure to support those federal investments that pay for themselves several times over — and be critical of those that are truly wasteful.” Jim Ringelman is Ducks Unlimited’s director of conservation for the Dakotas and Montana and adds that those cuts to NAWCA, as proposed by the House, would be especially damaging to the wetlands and surrounding grasslands found within the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) of South Dakota. “The Prairie Pothole Region is really a focus of a lot of activity by NAWCA,” said Ringelman. “The wetlands here make it the center of the duck factory and are vitally important for other wetland dependent birds.” Ringelman explains that the North American Wetlands Conservation Act helps leverage non-federal funding to implement wetlands conservation projects. In the past 20 years, NAWCA has generated more than $3 billion in funding for wetlands restoration, helping conserve more than 20 million acres of habitat. Studies by Ducks Unlimited have shown that the majority of the nation’s ducks are hatched within the boundaries of the PPR. That area, which stretches from the Dakotas into eastern Montana and into Canada. And with mounting pressure to convert grasslands and drain isolated wetlands, Ringelman says that you can’t over-emphasize the importance of federal programs that work with private landowners to protect these remaining acres of nesting habitat. Ringelman also points to the importance of healthy grasslands and wetlands in terms of water quality and food mitigation — benefits not always considered when budgets are trimmed at the federal level. “This is no small deal, when you think of the benefits provided by these acres of grass and wetlands,” said Ringelman. “I think these cuts are extremely shortsighted.” Federal budget cuts would hurt hunting, fishing Several national and Montana sportsmen groups are deeply concerned about proposed funding cuts to conservation and wildlife management programs that they believe threaten hunting and fishing access and opportunity. Representatives from prominent sportsmen groups held a telephone conference on Wednesday to answer reporters’ questions and offer their unique perspective on the proposed budget cuts included in HR 1, which was passed by the U.S. House of Representatives on February 19, 2011. “Finding ways to reduce the massive federal deficit simply must be done. But in doing so, let’s make sure to support those federal investments that pay for themselves several times over — and be critical of those that are truly wasteful,” commented Dale Hall, President and CEO of Ducks Unlimited, Inc. “Conservation has always, and continues to, pay for itself. Congress and the administration should approach the budget challenge with facts and analyses, not a meat cleaver.” Some of the programs slated for dramatic cuts or elimination include the North American Wetlands Conservation Fund, Farm Bill conservation programs, the Land and Water Conservation Fund, State and Tribal Wildlife Grants, the Clean Water Act, and more. These programs not only protect hunting and fishing access for sportmen and women, but they are also foundational to fish and wildlife habitat conservation and stimulate local economies by creating jobs, particularly in rural communities. “Sportsmen and women depend on having places to go to hunt and fish. The Land and Water Conservation Fund has been instrumental in providing opportunities and with reliable funding in the future he could go even further to ensure access to existing public lands, making public lands public,” said Ben Lamb of the Montana Wildlife Federation. “However the cut of nearly 90% of the program’s funding as proposed in HR 1 will dismantle the program. It is critical to note that LWCF is not taxpayer funded but rather paid for as a conservation offset through a small portion of receipts collected from offshore oil and gas drilling in federal waters.” Congress returned to session this week and will attempt to negotiate the final budget before the most recent continuing resolution expires on April 8. Conservation leaders issued the following statements expressing concern for the conservation programs: “AFTTA sees these conservation programs as critical economic drivers for our businesses and customers. As small businesses fueling America’s $42-billion fishing industry, conservation is critical to the economic activity generated by our industry.” Randi Swisher, President, American Fly Fishing Trade Association “What makes these budget cuts unfair is that many of the fishery and water conservation programs slated for cuts or elimination in H.R.1 are matched with state and local funding providing a significant return on federal dollar investment. In addition, many of these programs are supported by volunteers in communities across our Nation who give their time and expertise to ensure that our fisheries remain healthy and abundant so future generations can enjoy recreational fishing.” Gordon Robertson, Vice President, American Sportfishing Association “Tens of thousands of species, more than 90 percent of our nation’s fish and wildlife that is typically neither hunted nor fished, is put at risk without funding to conserve them on public and private lands. The State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program has been an important source of funds to help keep America’s common species common and off the endangered species list by proactively conserving wildlife before they become too rare and costly to protect with last-ditch efforts.” Mike Humpert, Director of Wildlife Policy and Science, Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies. “Theodore Roosevelt is rolling over in his grave at the prospects of the dismantling of our conservation framework, under the smokescreen of deficit reduction. This is clearly an end run at sensible wildlife conservation.” Jim Martin, Conservation Director, Berkley Conservation Institute. “Sportsmen and women support wildlife management in the United States and pump millions of dollars into the private sector, creating a demand for related outdoor industries and individuals. It is a return on investment that Hall says is too large to ignore. “Finding ways to reduce the massive federal deficit simply must be done,” concluded Hall. “But in doing so, let’s make sure to support those federal investments that pay for themselves several times over — and be critical of those that are truly wasteful.” Jim Martin, Conservation Director, Berkley Conservation Institute. “Sportsmen and women support wildlife management in the United States and pump nearly $200 billion a year into state and local economies, yet Congress is making wholesale cuts to conservation in a way that jeopardizes our opportunities in the field and the economies and management activities we support.” Gaspar Perricone, Co-Director Bull Moose Sportsmen’s Alliance “Conservation funding by Congress is critical to funding on the ground projects. Many of the conservation budget cuts are in programs that provide several times over by conservation groups, state and local agencies as well as private landowners.” Miles Moretti, President & CEO, Mule Deer Foundation. A hundred years ago pioneers crossed this country nourishing themselves on the millions of native grouse they encountered everywhere in their travels. Today, many are candidates for the Endangered Species Act and are extremely dependent on the lands administered and protected by these conservation programs. Eliminating or diminishing support for these lands will threaten this American cultural heritage as well as sportsmen’s opportunities and the considerable dollars sportsmen bring to the table for conservation.” Ralph Rogers, President North American Grouse Partnership “During a time when Americans are increasingly losing access to traditional places to hunt and fish, the Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund plays a critical role in securing lands that allow sportsmen to continue to follow our passions. The LWCF helps create more public lands by working with willing sellers of private lands — such as in-
Landowner hunting rules face GFP review

The state Game, Fish and Parks Commission is considering changes in its system that gives preferential treatment to agricultural landowners and tenants for obtaining hunting licenses for deer and antelope in South Dakota. The commission’s proposed rule changes would add a specific reference to tenants so as to clarify the practice of giving preference to tenants has been legal. This change was suggested by Jim McMahon, of Canton, the one lawyer on the commission and a former U.S. attorney for South Dakota.

Other modifications would further clarify that a landowner or tenant but not both could receive preference for the same qualifying property. And the definition of landowner would include various business-interest relationships, covering shareholders of a corporation, members of a limited liability company holding a membership interest in the company, partners in a partnership, and beneficiaries of a trust. To get preference those business people would need to be residents of South Dakota and have responsibility for making the management decisions for agricultural purposes on the farm or ranch. The current standard would remain intact that the property has to be at least 160 acres located within the hunting unit as drawn by GFP and used for agricultural purposes. Up to half of the licenses available in each firearms-hunting unit for East River deer, West River prairie deer and antelope seasons are set aside first for applicants who qualify under the landowner-preference rules. The remaining licenses are allocated under GFP’s lottery system. The commission also wants to add rules defining agricultural purposes as “the producing, raising, growing, or harvesting of food or fiber upon agricultural land, including dairy products, livestock, crops, timber and grasslands.” The proposed definition would further state, “Land leased solely for hunting, fishing or trapping is not considered ‘agricultural purposes.’” Definitions of “operate” and “owner-operator” also would be added to the rules. A public hearing on the proposed changes is set for the commission’s next meeting May 5 in Custer State Park.

The current approach to landowner preference was developed by the Legislature in 1981 and refined at various times since then to help balance hunting opportunities between sportsmen and agricultural producers whose land and crops support wildlife.

---

**2010/2011 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s Custer State Park Buffalo Shoot**

$10 each or 3 for $25

**Winner’s Choice Of:**

- A guided buffalo shoot during the 2011 Fall Season. Rifle or bow allowed for the shoot.
- A cash prize of $1,500.
- This is a guided shoot in Custer State Park located in southwestern South Dakota.
- These buffalo are at least 2 years old.

*Drawing to be held at Annual Convention, August 2011.*

Void where prohibited by law. Your presence or contribution not necessary to win.

SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org

---

**2011 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s 21 Gun Giveaway**

$20 each

1. Remington 700 ADL .270
2. Remington Super Mag .22
4. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22
5. Ruger 77R 25.06
6. Remington 870 Express .12 ga.
7. Ruger 77R 25.06
8. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
11. Ruger 77R 25.06
12. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
13. Remington BDL .22-250
14. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22
15. Remington 870 Exp. 20 ga.
16. Ruger 77R .338
17. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
20. Savage 9317-DXP 17 cal
21. Remington 597 Scoped .22 combo .22

- One gun will be awarded for each 100 tickets sold.
- 21 guns will be awarded if 2,100 or more tickets are sold.
- SDWF reserves the right to offer a cash settlement or substitute a gun of equal or greater value.

*Drawing to be held at Spring Board Meeting, May 5, 2011.*

Void where prohibited by law. Your presence or contribution not necessary to win.

SDWF, PO Box 7075, Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-7524 • www.sdwf.org

---
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**2010-2011 SDWF 21 Gun Giveaway Ticket**
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**2011 South Dakota Wildlife Federation’s 21 Gun Giveaway**

SDWF prints and merchandise at sdwf.org